THE TRUMP EFFECT ON
FINANCIAL REGULATION:
HOW CAN BANKS PREPARE IN THE FACE
OF UNCERTAINTY?
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Abstract
Preparing for regulatory change always presents challenges,
especially in highly regulated industries such as financial
services. With President Trump’s recent executive order
promising an unprecedented rollback of regulation, the
administration has shown a clear desire to reduce the
regulatory burden across the board. Exactly how regulations
will change – and to what extent – remains to be seen.
Given this uncertainty, financial institutions need a strategic
approach to evaluate their options and chart their paths
forward. Rather than trying to forecast the future with
certainty, we recommend a strategic approach to planning for
uncertainty. As such, Capco’s experts in financial regulation
and strategy have developed a scenario-planning framework
to evaluate the spectrum of potential change across key
levers of U.S. financial regulation including: regulatory
agencies, the Volcker rule, capital requirements, regulatory
reporting requirements, the DOL fiduciary rule, and antimoney laundering and know your customer requirements.
Looking at different scenarios, ranging from no change to
complete repeal (and everything in between), Capco is
able to help financial institutions understand their strategic
choices and move ahead.
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Introduction
Donald Trump won the presidency on the promise of
change. And in today’s financial services industry,
change implies rolling back regulations put in place in
response to the financial crisis, including key aspects
of Dodd-Frank. While the new administration’s plans
remain unclear, his cabinet choices, public statements
and recent executive order have contributed to
speculation that deregulation – possibly to a great
extent – is on the horizon.
But how likely is deregulation? What areas would it
target, and to what extent?
While many make predictions about what might
happen, no one knows what the future holds. In an
extreme scenario, the new administration could repeal
Dodd-Frank and loosen other key regulations. On the
other extreme, financial deregulation could take a back
seat to more pressing priorities, such as replacing
Obamacare, with changes to financial regulations
taking place around the margins. Potential middleground scenarios could include substantial rollbacks,
changes or implementation delays in some areas, with
others left untouched.
Given the uncertainty around the future of financial
regulation, Capco’s strategy and regulatory experts
have come together to develop a scenario-planning
approach that we believe is more helpful for banks than
trying to predict the exact state of future regulations
– although we will offer some thoughts there, too. In
this paper, we share our strategic approach to scenario
planning, explore potential changes to six levers of U.S.
financial regulation and the strategic choices that banks
could face. Finally, we will offer recommendations on
practical steps that banks can take to prepare for the
unknown regulatory future ahead.

A strategic approach to scenario
planning
Planning for uncertainty, instead of attempting to predict
specific changes to particular regulations, enables
banks to identify their strategic choices holistically.
Capco has developed a simple two dimensional
framework to construct and analyze various scenarios
that banks and other financial institutions (FIs) may face
under the new administration.
The first dimension of the framework includes the
major levers of U.S. financial regulation that could be
impacted. While there are numerous regulations that
impact FIs, we believe that the six most critical areas
with the potential for change include:
•

Regulatory Agencies – Including the Financial
Stability Oversight Committee (FSOC) and the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB),
which identify and monitor for risks to the financial
services industry and protect consumers.

•

Volcker Rule – Formed as part of the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
which restricts U.S. banks from making certain
kinds of speculative investments that do not benefit
their customers.

•

Capital Requirements – Mandating the amount
of capital banks must hold, which can significantly
impact on bank margins and profitability.

•

Regulatory Reporting – On trades and other
financial information, requiring banks to make
substantial investments to achieve compliance.

•

DOL Fiduciary Rule – Requiring advisors to act
in the best interest of their clients, potentially
eliminating many commission structures currently
used by financial advisors.

•

Know Your Client (KYC) and Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) – Requirements which have
grown increasingly demanding in recent years.
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The second dimension of the framework applies a regulatory change spectrum across each of the six levers, from
no change to full repeal:

4. Repeal

3. Delayed Implementation

2. Reduced Enforcement / Rescoping

REGULATORY
CHANGE
SPECTRUM

1. No Change

1. No Change – In this scenario, regulations or oversight would see no material changes, and banks would need to
continue to meet current requirements.
2. Reduced Enforcement / Rescoping – In this scenario, the administration would make material changes to
existing regulations falling short of full repeal or could make fewer institutions subject to regulatory enforcement.
3. Delayed Implementation – In this scenario, implementation and enforcement timelines would be delayed,
providing FIs more time to comply.
4. Repeal – In this scenario, existing requirements and enforcement would be repealed with or without replacement.
This approach enables us to consider various potential change scenarios, as a basis for helping banks to plan out
their strategic choices under extreme certainty.
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Scenario analysis and strategic choices
The table below demonstrates how the framework applies in practice and adds a third dimension: considering the
strategic choices that FIs would face in relation to each lever and likely scenarios across the regulatory change
spectrum.

Change Lever - Regulatory Agencies
Overview

FSOC [1]:
•

Monitors banks
for any risks
that could
trigger another
financial crisis

•

Facilitates
coordination
with regulatory
agencies

•

Designates
nonbank financial companies
as SIFIs

CFPB [2]:
•

Oversees the
federal financial
laws that protect consumers

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced Enforcement / Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Maintain current
processes and degree of enforcement
for regulating banks
and nonbanks

Rescope designation
criteria for banking
and nonbanking
institutions (e.g., SIFI
designations)

Extend timelines
for implementation of existing
regulations

Disband the CFPB
and give regulatory
authority to other
agencies where
applicable [3]

Decrease enforcement penalties
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Change Lever - Regulatory Agencies
Strategic Choices for FIs
As President Trump appoints members to his cabinet, specifically to regulatory agencies, there may be an
impact to the enforcement of existing regulations. Initial reports point to a high possibility for change: The newly
appointed Secretary of the Treasury will run the FSOC, and the president may be able to remove the agency
director of the CFPB. Banks face potential strategic choices described below for each potential scenario.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping:
•

Aggressive Approach – Evaluate bank’s designation criteria for applicability. Eliminate roles and programs
deemed out of scope.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Evaluate roles and programs dedicated to regulatory liaison and enforcement for
value add. Scale back where deemed necessary.

Delayed Implementation:
•

Aggressive Approach – Pause efforts to adhere to regulations. Protect the bank from potential changes to
regulation that can occur during the extension. Redeploy resources to value-add opportunities.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Scale back implementation efforts while focusing on effective implementation
of infrastructure programs, (e.g., business intelligence and reporting data aggregation). Redeploy resources
that are made available.

•

Conservative Approach – Continue efforts as planned. Complete work to comply ahead of implementation
deadlines.

Repeal:
•

Aggressive Approach – Eliminate all programs and roles associated with regulatory liaison or implementation of regulatory requirements as needed.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Evaluate roles and programs dedicated to regulatory liaison and enforcement for
“value add”. Scale back where deemed necessary.
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Change Lever - Volcker Rule
Overview

Prohibits banks
from proprietary
trading and restricts
investment in hedge
funds and private
equity by commercial banks and their
affiliates [4]

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced
Enforcement /
Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Maintain proprietary
trading ban

Change enforcement penalties or
re-evaluate definition of proprietary
trading prohibited
under the rule

No effect – already
in place (July 2015)
[5]

Permit the engagement of short-term
proprietary trading
Allow the sponsorship of hedge funds
or private equity
funds

Strategic Choices for FIs
Changes to the Volcker Rule would allow banks to hedge their positions, potentially increasing their competitiveness in the market. A full repeal of the rule is unlikely. There is a higher possibility for banks to revisit the
business strategies taken to become compliant with Volcker. Banks may consider revisiting any unsuccessful
business strategies to push proprietary trading desks to other locations to gain lost revenue. Banks face potential strategic choices described below for each potential scenario.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping/Repeal:
•

Aggressive Approach – Evaluate for potential opportunities to engage in proprietary trading. Engage in all
areas that stand to profit the bank.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Evaluate for potential opportunities to engage in proprietary trading. Engage in
trading where permitted and where it clearly aligns with the bank strategy.

•

Conservative Approach – Do not engage in any new proprietary trading activities, regardless of the revised
rule. Make clear to clients and shareholders for potential credibility gain.
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Change Lever - Capital Requirements
Overview

Regulates the
amount of capital
banks must hold,
expressed as the
capital adequacy
ratio [5]

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced
Enforcement /
Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Maintain existing
capital requirements

Reduce capital
ratios

Capital requirements are already
in place, but any
changes allowing Dodd-Frank
exemptions if
certain capital
requirements are
met would have
implementation
timelines.

No or minimal capital requirements

Ease requirements
for smaller banks

Strategic Choices for FIs
Capital requirements govern the ratio of equity to debt and ensure banks have enough capital to pay debts.
Because banks have a higher audit trail of cash flows, they minimize the amount of capital held. Basel III made
changes to regulatory capital requirements by requiring banks to reach:
•

Solvency ratio of 7%

•

Minimum Tier 1 common capital ratio of 4.5%

•

Minimum Tier 1 capital ratio of 6%

•

Total capital ratio of 8%

Banks face potential strategic choices described below.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping/Repeal:
•

Aggressive Approach – Evaluate the gap between current capital ratios and revised capital ratios. Optimize
capital deployment strategy based on all additional availability.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Evaluate the gap between current capital ratios and revised capital ratios. Redeploy some capital while leaving additional buffer above capital requirements.

•

Conservative Approach – Make no changes to capital allocation strategy for credibility gain and to demonstrate financial soundness.
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Change Lever - Regulatory Reporting
Overview

Monitors bank
operations,
overall health and
compliance with
regulatory requirements through data
submission [6]

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced
Enforcement /
Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Maintain existing
reporting that has
been in place for a
number of years

Lessen control and
oversight of reporting requirements

Delay of SEC
implementation
of securities laws
on security-based
swaps [7]

Implemented BAU
reporting will continue with no incremental changes

Continue planned
increased regulatory
reporting for derivatives market

Decrease reporting
requirements by
redefining reporting
thresholds

Establish the CFTC
permanent threshold of exception of
swap dealer registration at $8B [7]
Allow more time for
CFTC regulation of
reducing the swap
dealer threshold to
$3B past 2018 [7]
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Change Lever - Regulatory Reporting
Strategic Choices for FIs
Dodd-Frank heavily regulated the trading life cycle, requiring reporting at every stage of a trade, order, transaction and position, to ensure the health and continuation of firms. We believe the longer-standing regulatory
reporting requirements, like OATS and blue sheets, will not be impacted by this administration. However, firms
should watch for possible changes to the derivatives market reporting that the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) may take. Banks face potential strategic
choices described below for each potential scenario.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping:
•

Aggressive Approach – Identify where the reduction of control and oversight occurs. Reduce the scope of
programs in progress.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Reduce the scope of programs in progress where there is no organizational
value-add (e.g., maintain work on infrastructure target operating model work that will someday reduce the
cost of the current reporting in place).

•

Conservative Approach – Continue working on all regulatory requirement implementation with the expectation that previously planned reporting requirements may return in the future.

Delayed Implementation:
•

Aggressive Approach – Pause efforts to adhere to regulations. Protect the bank from potential changes to
regulation that can occur during the extension. Redeploy resources to value-add opportunities.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Scale back implementation efforts while focusing on effective implementation
of infrastructure programs.

•

Conservative Approach – Continue efforts as planned. Implement before deadlines.
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Change Lever - DOL Fiduciary Rule
Overview

Requires fiduciaries
to act in the best interest of their clients
and to put client
interests above their
own for retirement
accounts [8]

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced
Enforcement /
Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Continue implementation to become
compliant by April
2017 – Jan. 2018 [8]

Change in scope
impacting the number of broker-dealers, advisors, etc.
the rule applies to

Delay of two years
to allow for re-evaluation [8]

Fiduciaries will not
be impacted by the
proposed rule

Strategic Choices for FIs
The DOL Fiduciary Rule, scheduled for April 2017 – Jan. 2018, may be delayed by two years. A delay would
allow fiduciaries to delay proposed chances regarding provision of advice in the best interest of their clients on
retirement accounts.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping:
•

Aggressive Approach – Determine if FI remains in scope for the rule; if not, stop any work currently being
done to adhere to the rule.

•

Middle Ground Approach – If the rules are out of scope for the institution, consider evaluating the work that
is already ongoing that could stand to benefit both the firm and clients (e.g., disclosures).

•

Conservative Approach – Continue working on all regulatory requirement implementation with the expectation that they may return in the future.

Delayed Implementation:
•

Aggressive Approach – Pause on efforts to adhere to regulations. Protect the FI from potential changes to
regulation that can occur during the extension. Redeploy resources to value-add opportunities.

•

Middle Ground Approach – Scale back implementation efforts while focusing on effective implementation of
infrastructure and other value-add programs.

•

Conservative Approach – Continue efforts as planned. Implement before deadlines.
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Change Lever - AML/KYC
Overview

Requires banks to
detect and report
suspicious financial
activity, including
money laundering and terrorist
financing

Regulatory Change Spectrum
1. No Change

2. Reduced
Enforcement /
Rescoping

3. Delayed
Implementation

4. Repeal

Continued AML
and KYC program
requirements

Re-evaluation of
sanctions imposed
on countries (e.g.,
Iran, Russia)

No effect – monitoring programs are
already in place

Lifting of sanctions
/ removal of personnel from Blocked
Persons Lists,
allowing firms to
decrease focus on
AML/KYC programs
[9]

Requires banks to
identify and verify
the identity of their
customers [9]

Strategic Choices for FIs
President Trump campaigned around national security and the fight on terrorism, while also assuring the growth
of business. The most likely changes to AML/KYC are minimal. The only potential impacts perceived would be
lifting or reinforcing of sanctions and the removal or addition of people on Specially Designated Nationals and
Blocked Persons List from countries like Iran, Russia and Mexico. No matter the change, bolstering compliance
programs to continue reducing the risk of money laundering would benefit FIs.
Reduced Enforcement/Rescoping/Repeal:
•

Aggressive Approach – Determine opportunities to expand to new clients within firm’s own guidelines

•

Middle Ground Approach – Expand to new clients within reason and where aligned with existing business
strategy and with FI’s own guidelines.

•

Conservative Approach – Continue doing business with current clients without consideration to any newly
de-sanctioned countries and individuals.
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Building on the table above, we can now go a step further and construct several more complex scenarios considering
all six levers, including two extreme scenarios and several illustrative middle-ground scenarios that banks and other
FIs could use to start defining their strategic choices.

Example scenarios

There will be no change to the regulatory environment and the degree of enforcement
for regulating banks and nonbanks. Regulators will implement upcoming requirements
as planned.

Status Quo

Strategic Choices:
•

Keep doing what you’re doing (and catch up where you’re behind schedule).

•

Continue to focus on improving compliance efficiency.

•

Forward-thinking FIs will focus on technology that uses compliance as a source of
competitive advantage.

A significant portion of U.S. regulatory requirements, both current and planned, will be
repealed.

Full Repeal

HYBRID SCENARIOS

Convenient
Delays

Strategic Choices:
•

Keep your current programs going just in case the regulators change their minds.
Maintain transparency and sound business practices that have become part of the
business and provide advantages beyond compliance.

•

End large programs on regulatory adherence and implementation, where it makes
sense to do so. Reinvest savings in profit-growing initiatives.

Implementation timelines for DOL and regulatory reporting requirements are pushed
back; all other requirements remain the same.
Banks are already planning for a potential delay in the implementation of planned
regulations. A delay of up to two years is proposed for the implementation of the DOL
Fiduciary Rule, currently scheduled for April 2017 – Jan. 2018 [8].
Strategic Choices:
•

Keep your current implementation projects going to implement ahead of the
delayed schedule.

•

Continue to work on specific implementation projects that add value or contribute
to cost savings; pause all others.

•

Pause all current implementation programs in case regulations change while delayed (i.e., avoid trying to hit moving targets).
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Regulators reduce the scope of FIs required to adhere to Volcker and capital requirements. Implementation of the DOL Fiduciary Rule is delayed. All other requirements
remain the same.

De-scoping
and Delays

There is a possibility that bank thresholds for risk and systemic importance will be
re-evaluated. If this happens, there may be:
•

Reduced regulatory scope for smaller banks and nonbanking institutions.

•

Exemption for certain sized banks regarding the capital requirements as part of
Dodd-Frank regulation.

•

Fewer reporting requirements by redefining reportability thresholds.

Strategic Choices:
•

Promote the safety and soundness image of your FI to shareholders by progressing implementation work and maintaining progress to date.

•

Take advantage of being exempt from requirements and redeploy capital and
resources to more profitable opportunities.

•

Slow down investment in DOL and regulatory reporting implementation. Reinvest the savings elsewhere or take the opportunity to reduce costs and increase
efficiency.

Certain banks are allowed to engage in more proprietary trading; regulatory oversight
of banks is reduced.

Proprietary
Trading
Opportunities
and Decreased
Oversight

A full repeal of Dodd-Frank is highly unlikely, but there is a possibility of significant
scoping changes in key areas:
•

Allowing banks to engage in proprietary trading through repeal of Volcker Rule,
potentially increasing their competitiveness in the market.

•

Removing or scaling back capital requirements, allowing banks to take on excess
leverage.

•

Directly impacting the authority of certain regulatory agencies and stopping implementation of heightened derivative reporting requirements.

Additionally, as President Trump appoints members to his cabinet, specifically to U.S.
Regulatory agencies, there may be further impacts to the enforcement of existing
regulations. Initial reports point to a high possibility for change, because the newly
appointed Secretary of the Treasury will run the FSOC and the president may remove
the CFPB agency director if the recent ruling stands on appeal [3].
Strategic Choices:
•

Explore opportunities to begin proprietary trading where it makes sense and where
your FI has expertise.

•

Determine opportunities to scale back programs dedicated to regulatory liaison
and implementation of regulatory requirements that no longer apply.
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To underscore the range of impacts in these five scenarios, we have mapped them side by side across both
dimensions of the scenario-based framework, the major levers of U.S. financial regulation and the regulatory change
spectrum.

CHANGE
LEVER

REGULATORY CHANGE
SPECTRUM
1

2

3

4

No Change

Reduce Enforcement /
Re-scoping

Delayed
Implementation

Repeal

Regulatory
Agencies

Volcker
Rule

Capital
Requirements

Regulatory
Reporting

DOL Fiduciary
Rule

KYC /AML

CHANGE
SCENARIOS

Status Quo

De-scoping
& Delays

Convenient
Delays

Prop Trading and
Decreased Oversight

Everything
is Repealed
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Preparing for an uncertain future

•

Stay the course – Continue implementing
regulatory programs, regardless of the potential for
deregulation. The potential downside here is that
the requirements you continue to implement today
may not be the ones the regulators choose to put
into effect tomorrow. The upside is demonstrating
to shareholders your continued commitment to
transparency and maintaining business stability.

•

Cut and run – Embrace de-regulation by planning
for extended timelines and limits allowing you to
focus resources on efforts that may yield new
business and increased revenue. Alternatively,
reinvest the money you’ve been spending on
improving your regulatory reporting systems
in process automation or other cost savings
initiatives. The potential risk is that you may find
yourself too far behind the curve if any regulation
is re-introduced.

•

Pick and choose – Shift regulatory agendas to
implement certain compliance requirements, while
pivoting in other areas to address alternate business
priorities. Focus on the implementation of those
regulatory-driven programs that may add value
in the long run (standardized processes, better
controls, stronger technology infrastructure). This
has the benefit of “future-proofing” your FI against
regulators changing their minds. With the potential
lead time required to drive regulatory changes and
midterm elections less than two years away, this is
a very real possibility.

While no one can predict the future, by applying this
framework our regulatory experts are cautiously
considering the following scenarios as likely:
•

Regulations will change, but not as extremely as
some believe. It is doubtful that any regulation will
be repealed in its entirety. For instance, it’s more
likely that key aspects of Dodd-Frank will be eased
(e.g., Volcker rule) rather than that Dodd-Frank will
be repealed.

•

The most likely changes will be decreases in the
thresholds for regulatory requirement applicability
and oversight. Smaller local banks and FIs will likely
be relieved from more stringent requirements.

•

There will also likely be further implementation
delays in key areas such as the DOL Fiduciary
Rule and regulatory reporting, leaving banks with a
choice on how to respond.

•

Some areas – in particular AML/KYC and capital
requirements – are likely to remain unchanged given
their utility and political sensitivity.

Whether or not our prognosticators are right, FIs must
make tough choices in the face of significant regulatory
uncertainty. And if there is one thing that FIs dislike
more than regulation, it is uncertainty.
Given all of this uncertainty, what are forward-thinking
FIs to do?
Confirm and Pressure-test Scenarios. FIs must
analyze and pressure test different regulatory scenarios.
Our framework can serve as a starting point, and FIs
can adapt it to more closely examine areas of particular
interest or concern. FIs will need to confirm different
scenarios and understand how they stand to benefit or
lose out in each one, vis-a-vis the competition.
Reconsider Your Strategic Posture. Even without
the change brought by a new administration with a
deregulatory agenda, all FIs need to balance the goals
of maintaining compliance with achieving growth and
profitability. Going into this period of uncertainty, FIs will
need to reconsider their overall strategic posture and
risk appetite. Broadly speaking, we think that FIs are
facing three archetypal choices, and they need to start
developing their strategic posture now.

Identify Strategic Choices. Considering the regulatory
scenarios and overall strategic posture, identify your
specific strategic choices in relation to each of the
key levers and your business strategy as a whole
(e.g., scaling back specific, non-value-add efforts and
reinvesting in cost savings initiatives). Strategic choices
are about what you would do more of, less of or stay
the same, and under what circumstances.
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Conclusion
While we’ve discussed at length the potential changes
to regulations from the new Trump administration,
some trends will likely continue, regardless of the exact
scenario which unfolds:
1. Banks will continue to look for ways to reduce
compliance costs.
2. Forward-thinking banks will use compliance
investment as a way to achieve related benefits and
even drive competitive advantage (e.g., establishing
stronger data governance and automated reporting
or surveillance solutions that can be used more
broadly).
3. Regulatory technology will continue its evolution as
an increasingly important trend that FIs will use to
help achieve both points above.
Capco can help clients achieve these objectives and
plan for any regulatory change. We help FIs analyze
and pressure-test regulatory scenarios, develop their
strategic posture and identify their strategic choices.
We actively partner with regulatory technology firms and
our clients to identify new ways to improve compliance,
reduce costs and drive competitive advantage,
regardless of the specific regulatory scenario. We
provide a strategic approach grounded in deep domain
expertise, so our clients can be prepared, whatever the
future holds.
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